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ABSTRACT

Among the different measures and criteria that have been proposed, standard metrics are most often combinations of recall and
precision [1]. Recall is the proportion of retrieved elements among
the relevant ones. Precision is the proportion of relevant elements
among the retrieved ones. In standard or Web IR, the elements
coincide with documents, while in the context of XML IR, the elements are the XML elements. As search engines results are usually
ordered lists, precision is often computed at a given cut-off value
or at a given recall. In this work, we use the term precision in this
latter acception and refer to a basic retrieval unit as an “element”.
All the metrics rely either explicitly or implicitly on assumptions
concerning the nature of the collection, the notion of relevance and
the user behaviour. Among others, precision-recall graphs make
the following assumptions: (1) The user consults a ranked list ordered by decreasing relevance score; (2) Relevance of an element
is binary and independent of the relevance of other elements; (3)
The user has only access to one element at a time.
While assumption (1) is acceptable, the last two assumptions
lead to contradictions. If a section has several paragraphs among
which one is relevant, it is itself relevant to a certain extent, although less than its relevant paragraph. This contradicts assumption (2). In this paper, we formally introduce a concept that supersedes the classical notion of relevance, the so-called “idealism” [14,
11]. Assumption (3) is not adapted to structured corpora. Indeed,
it seems natural to reward an element that gives access to relevant
material through structural navigation (e.g. from a section to one of
its paragraph) or through hyperlinks. We see that the context of an
element, defined as the set of elements that can be reached through
navigation from that element, plays a crucial role: The user is not
restricted anymore to the retrieved element, but to its context.
We believe EPRUM is a substantial improvement over current
metrics. First, EPRUM is formally derived from a explicitly defined user model: Computed values can be fully interpreted, user
experiments can be straightforwardly used to set the metric parameters and EPRUM presents no analytical inconsistencies. Second,
EPRUM user model is flexible. In the context of XML IR, navigation is not limited to browsing from an XML element to its descendants or ancestors. Third, the returned list may be composed
of complex objects and is not restricted to a simple list of elements. An example of the usefulness of this property is the “Fetch
and Browse” task of the Initiative for the Evaluation of XML Retrieval1 (INEX), where each rank is composed of several pointers
to elements within a given document. Eventually, with respect to
standard PR, EPRUM formally includes graded relevance.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we show how
we redefine the classical concepts of precision at a given recall. In
Section 3, we describe how to extend the concept of relevance and

Standard Information Retrieval (IR) metrics assume a simple model
where documents are understood as independent units. Such an assumption is not adapted to new paradigms like XML or Web IR
where retrievable informations are parts of documents or sets of related documents. Moreover, classical hypotheses assumes that the
user ignores the structural or logical context of document elements
and hence the possibility of navigation between units. EPRUM is
a generalisation of Precision-Recall (PR) that aims at allowing the
user to navigate or browse in the corpus structure. Like the Cumulated Gain metrics, it is able to handle continuous valued relevance.
We apply and compare EPRUM in the context of XML Retrieval –
a very active field for evaluation metrics. We also explain how
EPRUM can be used in other IR paradigms.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Evaluation has always been a key problem in Information Retrieval (IR). The experimental practice started with the work on the
Cranfield collection [4] and has been popularised since then by the
TREC conferences and other IR challenges. State of the art evaluation metrics are used to compare different systems and to justify
theoretical and/or pragmatical developments of IR systems. As a
part of the evaluation process for emerging IR fields like XML or
Web IR, developing adequate metrics is both an essential and an
open question.
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sees in the evaluated list is relevant and consequently the precision is 1.

detail the user model. An example of EPRUM computation is given
in Section 4 while EPRUM formulae are derived in Section 5. We
eventually compare EPRUM with other metrics in Section 6 and
perform some experiments in Section 7.

2.

At recall 2 The minimum number of elements the user has to consult, over all possible lists, is 2. For the evaluated system, the
user needs to consult the list until –that is, he has to consult
4 elements. Precision is 0.5.

EPRUM DEFINITION

The classical recall and precision metric [19] mentioned in the
introduction does not accommodate well a complex user model and
leads to several inconsistencies. Two main causes can be identified: Firstly, elements can have a relevant element in their context
and the user can navigate to them. Secondly, navigation within the
corpus structure can lead the user to see more than one relevant
element for a single consulted list item. We propose here a generalisation of precision-recall, somewhat similar to [15], that can
handle these problems.
As in the classical definition, the recall value r is the number
of relevant elements the user wants to see. The recall level  (0 <
 ≤ 1) is defined as the ratio of a recall r to the total number t of
relevant units. Our generalisation then relies on the definition of
the minimum number of ranks m the user needs to consult in the
list in order to reach a recall level , or said otherwise a recall value
of t.
The user starts considering the first rank of the list. If he finds
more than t relevant elements at this rank, then his information
need is satisfied and he stops. In this case, the user effort has been
restricted to the consultation of the first rank of the list (m is 1). If
not, he proceeds to the second rank, etc. The definition of precision
is based on the comparison of two minimum values: The minimum
rank that achieves the specified recall over all the possible lists and
over the evaluated list. For a given recall level , we define precision as:
Precision@ =




E




Achievement
indicator
for a recall 

×

Minimum number of
consulted list items for
achieving a recall  over all lists
Minimum number of
consulted list items for achieving
a recall  over the evaluated list

A recall of 3 cannot be attained by the user, the achievement indicator is 0 and hence precision is 0. As shown in this example,
the new definition of precision-recall coincides with the standard
definition. The interest of this formulation is that it accommodates
more complex user and relevance models. It is possible to prove
that, using the final formula of EPRUM and setting its parameters
so as to mimic the standard user behaviour in traditional IR, we get
the same result as TREC precision-recall at natural recall points.
For an arbitrary level , results will differ since we use a different
interpolation procedure. This procedure will be justified latter in
the paper.

3. USER AND RELEVANCE MODEL
Current metrics suppose that a user sees the elements in their order of appearance in the result list. EPRUM on the other hand considers these elements as entry points to the collection from where
the user can navigate to find relevant elements if he feels that this
strategy is promising. EPRUM relates directly the user satisfaction
to the number of distinct relevant elements he reaches. If an element of interest was discovered earlier by the user, the system is not
rewarded. In this Section, we describe in detail the user model and
illustrate it with some practical examples. We also present an important simplifying assumption that is needed to compute EPRUM
and that has an impact on the user model we chose.

3.1 Idealism



In this section, we offer a distinction between the concepts of
relevance and idealism. Although relevance is subject to many
debates [17], we will suppose here that it is a well-defined property like is customarily done for other metrics as described in [14].
In order to handle multi-graded relevance, we also introduce a socalled multi-graded satisfaction level whose implications are described at the end of the section.
We first refine and extend the concept of relevance. In new IR
paradigms, retrievable units cannot be considered independent like
in traditional IR: For example, in XML IR, if a paragraph is relevant
for a given information need, then its enclosing section also bears
some relevance. In order to distinguish the intrinsic relevance of
the paragraph from the “inherited” relevance of the section, we say
that although the two elements are relevant, only the paragraph is
ideal. By definition, an ideal element is always relevant but the
reverse is true only in classical IR.
Ideal elements, unlike relevant elements, are supposed to be independent. Note that this hypothesis is similar to the independence
of document relevance in classical IR: Ideal elements, as documents, can overlap conceptually (they can contain the same answer
to an information need) as long as they do not overlap physically.
In XML IR, this implies that ideal elements cannot be nested. This
assumption is common among the new XML IR metrics [14, 11].
It is a complicated matter to identify a set of ideal elements as
user agreement on which elements to include is usually low. In
standard IR evaluation, using a graded relevance has already been
proposed [12] in order to credit IR methods for their ability to retrieve highly relevant documents. In structured IR, it is important to
distinguish the degree of idealism of different elements since they









where the achievement indicator is used to set the precision to 0
if the recall level cannot be reached for the evaluated list. This is
compatible with the classical definition of precision at a given recall where the precision is set to 0 if the list does not contain enough
relevant elements: In this case, the user never reaches the specified
recall level . This is equivalent to setting the search length (of the
evaluated list) to infinite. For the minimum over all the lists, we
suppose that there is at least a list for which the recall level can be
achieved.
We illustrate this definition in the context of traditional IR where
the user cannot navigate and where units are independent. Consider
the next list where relevant units are represented in grey:

a

b

c

d

e

The standard definition of precision assigns a precision of respectively 1, 0.5 and 0 for recalls of 1, 2 and 3 (or more). Our new
definition leads to the same values (this example being deterministic, the mathematical expectation symbol can be dropped):
At recall 1 The minimum number of elements the user has to consult, over all possible lists, is 1. The first element the user
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List

can be of significantly different value to the user: An element in
XML can range from a mere paragraph to a whole section or document.
We define the probability P(x ∈ I), where I is the set of ideal
elements, as the percentage of users that regard element x as ideal.
We introduce a threshold called the satisfaction level S which is a
uniform random variable over [0,1] and we define the ideal set Is
corresponding to a given satisfaction level s as the set of elements
for which P(x ∈ I) ≥ s. We can now define a sequence of decreasing thresholds s, to which corresponds a sequence of ideal sets Is .
By definition, if an element is ideal for a given satisfaction level,
it remains ideal for all lower satisfaction levels: This means that
Is ⊆ Is iff s ≥ s . It is a simple matter to integrate or sum the relevant formulae over decreasing satisfaction levels. As the number of
ideal elements t can change for different satisfaction levels, the recall r can also change for the same . This explains why the TREC
interpolation procedure cannot be applied directly.
Another implication is that a satisfaction level is associated with
each user: users that are satisfied by elements that satisfy 40% of
the users are also satisfied by elements that satisfy 50% of the users.
This simplification is necessary to compute EPRUM, and could be
changed by another way of clustering ideal elements together. In
the remaining of the paper, we consider that the ideal set is deterministic and we drop the s subscript.

Corpus

Consulted

a
1
2
3
4
5

c

b

k

e

j

h

d

g

i

f

Figure 1: The ideal elements have a grey background. The user
consults the first 5 ranks of the list, 3 of them (bolder lines in the
list) leading the user to discover (or more) ideal elements. Elements are all within a same document whose structure is shown
with light lines: a is the root node and has three children (b, c
and k), etc. Arrows show the browsing behaviour of one particular user. An arrow from the list means that the user browsed
to the element from a given rank.

From a considered element, the user can navigate using the corpus structure. Links or simple navigation in the document can lead
the user to see elements which are not necessarily directly pointed
by the list. The context of an element is defined as the set of elements that can be reached through navigation from it and includes
the element itself. The exact coverage of the context depends on the
collection and the existence of relations between elements. User
navigation at a point in the list is restricted to the context of the
corresponding entry element, which in turn is determined by the
document structure. To model the user behaviour inside the context, EPRUM relies on a set of probabilities on simple events of
the form “navigating from a list item to an element in the corpus”.
In the case of the XML paradigm for example, the probabilities of
navigating from a rank to the parent, a descendant or a sibling of
a pointed element can be set to values estimated by any adequate
method. When the user is over with this exploration, he proceeds
to the next entry of the list and repeats the process until his information need is satisfied.
We also introduce two closely related concepts: We say that a
user sees an element when he navigates to it from another element
or from the list, and that he discovers an element if he sees it for the
first time. The distinction between “discovered” and “considered”
is important for EPRUM because the system is rewarded only when
elements are discovered.
We illustrate the model on the simple example of Fig. 1. In this
figure, all the elements belong to a unique document and the context of each of these elements is the whole document. A possible
user session is described next. We note by Fi the number of ideal
elements the user has seen while examining the i first items of the
list. (1) He browses to element a. Since element a is not ideal F1
is naught and the user continues to consult the list; (2) He consults
element b but again no element in its context. The element is ideal
and F2 = 1; (3) He consults c and this time explores the context,
discovering element f which is ideal: F3 = 2; (4) He consults d,
decides to explore its context and discovers f and i. Element i is
not ideal, while f is ideal but has already been seen by the user: F4
still equals 2. (5) He consults e and discovers g and h in its context;
both elements are ideal and have not been previously seen, hence
F4 = 4.

3.2 Navigating user model
In this Section, we define a generic user model that can be instantiated for different IR paradigms, though we still use XML IR
as an example. We then define the notion of consideration (the user
“clicks” on a link in the result list) and of navigation (the user navigates, within the corpus structure, from a given list item). We also
introduce the concept of discovering an element, i.e. of seeing it
for the first time. This is important since the user will only be satisfied when he discovers an ideal element. Seeing it a second time
or more is not rewarded by EPRUM.
The ordered set of results presented to the user who issues a
query is a list of pointers to hopefully ideal elements. It is called
the list. We suppose that the list is totally ordered to simplify the
formal development. Contrarily to standard IR, an item in the list
is not a document but provides an access to some parts of the corpus. In Web IR, this would be one or more links to web documents,
along with a surrogate. In XML IR, this can be a pointer to an XML
element, or it can be a list of pointers to a set of elements from the
same document, like for example the table of content for a chapter.
In standard IR, the user is assumed to consider every “document”
of the list. In fact, the document is a surrogate that can be reduced
to a simple link to the document: The user is then supposed to systematically follow that link. While this hypothesis holds in many
cases, some new tasks make it unrealistic. In INEX for instance,
the Fetch & Browse task consists in retrieving a list of sets of elements grouped by document in response to a given query. A list
item in this task points to a set of elements belonging to the same
article. It would be unreasonable to suppose that the user follows
the link to every element of each article: It seems intuitive that the
larger the set of elements, the less likely the user considers each
of them – this is even more true if previously seen elements are
not ideal. In Web IR, as pages are sometimes grouped by site, a
probability of consideration conditional on former considered elements could be used to model a user that follows only some of the
links. The consideration concept also suggests that, besides relevance, a valuable information would be whether an element makes
the user “feel” that he could find some relevant information in the
same document (XML IR) or in the same web site (Web IR).
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This example covers different aspects of our user model. Steps (1)
and (2) are similar to the standard user model. Step (3) illustrates
how the user can navigate to an ideal element. In step (4), a unique
ideal element is retrieved for the second time. Because no new information is discovered, F remains equal to 2. Eventually, step (5)
shows how an element can act as an entry point to more than one
ideal unit.
We introduce now the probabilistic events used to model the user
behaviour. We say that a rank is consulted only if the user reached
this rank when searching for ideal elements. An element is seen if
it was reached through navigation from a consulted rank. We denote x ∈ Sk the fact that the element has been seen by a user that
consulted the list up to rank k. We denote P(k  x) the probability that the user reaches an element x from rank k. The probability
P(k  x) may depend on the query, the list returned by the evaluated system, the document collection structure (links, document
structure, etc.) and the elements relevance. It is important to note
that this probability takes into account all the physical steps taken
by the user in order to go from a rank k to element x: For example,
if from rank k the user can go to a web page z which in turn has a
link to x, this is reflected in the probability P(k  x). The set of
elements x for which P(k  x) > 0 is the context of rank k.
We now illustrate how this probability can be estimated. Suppose we have recorded the navigation of several users from a rank
k between three elements x, y and z as depicted in Fig. 2.

Figure 3: Rank 1 points to element c. Users can navigate to
element a (or b) with a probability of 0.4. Element a is pointed
to by rank 3.
direct navigation from x to y and z. In this case, the probabilities
P(k  y) and P(k  z) would be respectively equal to 0.5 and 0.3,
yielding a joint probability P(k  y ∧ k  z) of 0.15 only.
We see that the simplifying hypothesis captures the fact that a
user can first browse from rank k to x, and then to y. Moreover,
it simplifies greatly the computation of the probability of the event
x ∈ Sk that a user sees an element x after he consulted the k first
ranks of the returned list. We compute this probability here to illustrate the implication of the hypothesis. The result will be reused
in the section about the EPRUM computation. The event x ∈ Sk is
true iff there is at least one rank from which the user browsed to x.
Formally,
x ∈ Sk ≡

_

jx

j=1...k

The hypothesis 3.1 implies that all causes (the user browsed to x
from a given rank k) are independent of each other in terms of their
abilities to influence the effect variable (the user has seen x). This is
similar to the “noisy-or” hypothesis [8] which is often used in probabilistic models when an event is the consequence of many causes.
Formally, we can show that under hypothesis 3.1 the probability of
the event x ∈ Si becomes:

Figure 2: Example of user behaviour on a hypothetical document. The arrows depict the probability of navigation between
elements: 50% of the users navigated from x to y and 80% of
them continued to z. 20% of the users did not navigate to other
elements from x.
Navigation from k would then be summarised by the following
probabilities: P(k  x) = 1, P(k  y) = 1 × 0.5 + 1 × 0.3 × 0.12 =
.536, and P(k  z) = 1 × .3 + 1 × 0.5 × 0.8 = 0.7.

k

P(x ∈ Sk ) = 1 − ∏ (1 − P( j  x))

3.3 Main simplifying hypothesis

(1)

j=1

In this section, we present the main simplifying hypothesis necessary to derive a computable formula for EPRUM. We discuss and
illustrate its implications.

This leads to a realistic model whose complexity is linear in
terms of the number of elements leading to x. We illustrate the
computation of Eq. (1): Suppose the first three ranks of the returned list lead respectively 40%, 60% and 100% of users to see
the ideal element a as depicted in Fig. 3. After rank 1, the probability that a random user sees a is 1 − (1 − 0.4) = 0.4. After the second
rank, the probability is 1 − (1 − 0.4)(1 − 0.6) = 0.76 and after the
third, it becomes 1 − (1 − 0.4)(1 − 0.9)(1 − 1) = 1. Consequently,
100% of users would see a after they consult the first three ranks
while this would be the case of 76% of them after rank 2. Without
the “noisy or” assumption, the above probability would require the
knowledge of the interaction of the different navigations from the
three first ranks to a. In practice, the number of such interactions
grows exponentially with the number of elements in the context and
lead to intractable complexity.
It is easy to show that such a user and relevance model encompass the classical IR ones: It is sufficient to set the idealism to be
binary, and the navigational probabilities P(k  x) to 1 if rank k
points to x and 0 otherwise. Acquiring the navigational probabilities needed by EPRUM is possible through the use of a parametric
user model whose parameters would be tuned in order to reduce
the discrepancy between the observations and the model predic-

H YPOTHESIS 3.1. A user consults the context of a rank k independent of his previous navigation: The set of events k  x are
mutually independent.
Formally, for any set of couples {(ki , xi )},
V
we have P( i ki  xi ) = ∏i P(ki  xi ).
This hypothesis means that even if the user navigates from e.g. a
rank k to a paragraph, it will not give an indication on whether the
user navigates from the rank k to the second paragraph. To assess
the impact of this hypothesis on the user model, we illustrate it
on the example of Fig. 2. Without the simplifying hypothesis, to
compute the probability P(k  y ∧ k  z) that the user navigates
from rank k to both y and z, we would need to add the probabilities
of the two possibilities: From k, the user navigates to x and then
first to y and then to z (0.5 × 0.8 = 0.4), or first to z and then to
y (0.3 × 0.12 = 0.036). The resulting probability is 0.436. If we
accept the simplifying hypothesis, we can multiply the probability
of navigating to y (navigating first by z or not) and to z (navigating
first by y or not): P(k  y) × P(k  z) = 0.7 × 0.536 = 0.3752.
The difference is significant, but less than if we considered only the
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and at recall 2 it equals 2 × 0.37 = 0.74. These values are far superior to the standard precision-recall estimates (0.333 and 0). This is
the expected EPRUM behaviour since the first two ranks can lead
the user to see both ideal units.

Table 1: This table summaries the different situations that
might happen with the settings described in the Section 4. The
upper part of the table shows the rank where either a or b is
first seen. The line labelled PS (Probability of the Scenario)
gives the probability (expressed in % of users that would act
the same) that such a situation is observed. The line labelled
A/ML gives the ratio of the achievement indicator (0 if the recall cannot be reached) to the minimum search length (set to 3 if
the recall cannot be achieved). The E column gives the expected
values of A/ML over the different configurations.
Table of scenarios

9.6

12.96

8.64

14.4

14.4

Search for one ideal element
1
1
1
1 1 1
1
2
2
Search for two ideal elements
1
1
1
0 12
0 13
2
2

b
a

a

Sum
100%

8.64

A/ML

Discovered ideal elements
a
b
b
a a,b a
a

5.76

A/ML

a
b

9.6

PS (%)

a,b

16.0

rank
1 (c)
2 (d)
3 (a)

1
2

1
3

1
3

0

5. COMPUTING EPRUM
In this section, we derive EPRUM, starting from the definition of
Section 2 and using the user and relevance models described in the
Section 3.
We first introduce some new notations. ML is the minimum
number of list items the user needs to consult if he requires % of
the ideal units. N is the length of the list and A is the “achievement” indicator that is equal to 0 if the user cannot reach the recall
level . We use the superscript ∗ to denote the variables related to
the ideal list.
The rank of the list after which the user has just discovered %
of the t ideal units is the minimal rank k for which Fk is greater or
equal to the level  multiplied by the total number of ideal units t:

E
0.81
E
0.37

ML = k ⇔ Fk ≥ t ∧ Fk−1 < t

Note that by definition before the first rank no ideal units have been
found, i.e. F0 = 0. We first have to suppose that the user behaviour
is independent for the evaluated and the ideal lists:

tions. An example of a parametric model would be P(k  x) =
(1 + eθd(k,x) )−1 where d(k, x) is the distance (in number of words)
between the element pointed to at rank k and x, and θ is the user
model parameter.

4.

(2)





ML∗
A
= E [ML∗ ] E
E A ×
ML
ML
Let us first consider the ideal case. Using the definition of a
mathematical expectation and Eq. (2), we can write:

EPRUM KEY EXAMPLE

In this Section, we illustrate the computation of precision with
the EPRUM metric on the small example illustrated in Fig. 3. The
given information need has two ideal answers, the elements a and
b. For simplification, we suppose that these elements are highly
ideal and each rank of the returned list is a pointer to an element in
the corpus. Probabilities are set as represented in the figure.
We want to evaluate the performance of an engine that returns
a list that points to elements (c, d, a) in that order. The Table 1
gives a summary of the different probabilities of navigation. The
first column of the upper table corresponds to the consulted list.
The second column evaluates to 0.16 the probability that a user
navigates to elements a and b from the first rank of the list returned
by the engine, i.e. from a pointer to c. The third column represents
the case where a user discovers element a navigating from the first
rank and element b when navigating from the second rank. The
probability of such a scenario is 0.096 because

E [ML∗ ]

=

N∗

∑ kP

∗
Fk∗ ≥ t ∧ Fk−1
< t

(3)

k>1

where N ∗ is the length of the ideal list. The ideal list(s) depends
on the specific user model instantiation and its computation can be
more or less complex. Note that although there might exist more
than one ideal list, it is possible to define one ideal list for any given
recall r – and hence for any recall level .
Let’s take an example to illustrate this point: Let a, b, and c be
three elements; b and c are ideal. Like in Section 4, the list is composed of ranks reduced to one pointer to an element in the corpus.
The probability of navigating from a pointer x to the pointed element x is 1. The probability of navigating from a to b (or c) is 0.9.
For a recall 1, an ideal list would be a simple list restricted to one of
the ideal elements, b or c, with an expected length of 1. For a recall
of 2, an ideal list would be (a, b, c) because 81 % of the users would
see two ideal elements after the first rank, 9 % after the second and
10 % after the third – thus implying an expected search length of
1.29.
When the number r of ideal elements the user requires is fixed
and if we assume that the ideal list is known, it is possible to compute Eq. (3). As the number of discovered ideal elements never
∗ <
decreases (Fk < t implies Fk−1 < t), we have P(Fk∗ < t ∧ Fk−1
t) = P(Fk∗ < t). We also suppose that there always exists an ideal
list that gives an access to r ideal elements, i.e. that there is a rank
∗ ≥ r. We can then rewrite the equation as:
k(r) for which Fk(r)

P(navigates from 1 to a) × P(does not navigate from 1 to b)
× P(navigates from 2 to b) = 0.4 × 0.6 × 0.4 = 0.096
The other configuration probabilities are computed likewise. We
omitted from the table impossible scenarios like for instance a user
that does not see a up to rank 3 (It contradicts the probability 1 of
seeing a at rank 3). The probabilities over all scenarios naturally
sum to one.
The two tables below the scenarios show the inverse search length
multiplied by the achievement indicator (A/ML). The column E reports the inverse expected number of ranks the user has to consult to
reach a given recall value (1 or 2 ideal elements). Its value is computed by summing the products of the terms of lines A/ML and PS.
We can suppose that the minimum search length is respectively of
1 and 2 over all the possible lists for recall 1 and 2 respectively. Using the formula of Section 2, precision at recall 1 is 1 × 0.81 = 0.81

E [ML∗ ]

=

∑k

∗
P(Fk−1
< t) − P(Fk∗ < t)

k≥1

=

1+

∑ P(Fk∗ < t)

k≥1
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(4)

For the system list, we have to take into account the fact that
the user might not be satisfied after having consulted all the list
items, that is, he did not see t ideal elements. This happens if
A
is equal to 0 and thus this case can be
FN < t: The ratio ML

ignored in the computation of the expectation. Otherwise, the ratio
A
1
ML can take the value k , for any k = 1 . . . N, with a probability
P(Fk ≥ t ∧ Fk−1 < t). Following a similar reasoning as for the
ideal list, we can compute the expectation for the evaluated list:


A
E
ML


=

N

close to an ideal, should be rewarded, but less than exact answers,
because they can act as entry points leading to one or more ideal elements. Early attempts [7, 9] to generalise the PR metric for XML
IR tried to reward near misses by assigning “some” relevance to
the elements nearby an ideal one. The limits of such a strategy for
XML IR is now well known [14, 11]: Adding elements (the near
misses) to the so-called “recall base” implies that systems that return only ideal elements don’t achieve a 100 % recall. Both ideal
elements and near misses have to be returned to achieve such a recall.
These generalisations of PR for XML IR are commonly considered to be “overlap positive” – using the terminology proposed
by [21], which means that they reward system for retrieving twice
the same ideal element, either directly or indirectly, and that the total reward for that ideal element increases with the number of times
it is retrieved. Overlap neutral and negative is metrics are defined
accordingly.
Another interesting metric is Tolerance To Irrelevance (T2I) [20]
proposed for Video and XML IR. The core of this proposal is a user
model considering overlap and near misses. The user consults the
returned elements until he finds relevant information or until his
tolerance (counted in number of words for example) to irrelevant
material is reached. In both cases, he proceeds to the next element
in the list. The model presents however some theoretical inconsistencies when the same ideal element can be reached from two
elements in the list and precision is computed under the assumption that an element leads to at most one ideal element. Moreover,
the relevance score of an element drops from one to zero depending
on a preset number of words that precede it, which seems too strict
a behaviour for our purpose. Note that the T2I user model can be
viewed as a particular instantiation of the EPRUM user model.
The xCG (eXtended Cumulated Gain) metric family [10] was
in 2005 the official INEX metric. xCG has been derived into two
other metrics, namely nxCG (normalised xCG) and EP/GR (effortprecision/gain-recall). The latter metric has a definition which is
close to EPRUM, as it is defined as the ratio of minimum lengths.
We compare EPRUM with EP/GR in the next section. The xCG
metrics partially manage to overcome the above mentioned precisionrecall limitations while maintaining a simple definition. With xCG
metrics, near misses can be taken into account without expanding
the recall base: As for the EPRUM relevance model, xCG relies on
the definition of a set of non overlapping ideal elements. The main
difference between xCG metrics and EPRUM is that the latter is derived from a formal user model whereas this model is implicit in the
former. This has some consequences on the stability of the metric
and also causes some inconsistencies in the metric: For EPRUM
the “gain” is only related to the discovery of an ideal element –
an element can only be discovered once, which makes it naturally
overlap neutral. For xCG metrics, the gain is not a well defined
concept, especially for near-misses elements.

1

∑ k (P(Fk−1 < t) − P(Fk < t))

i=1

=

1−

N−1
1
1
P(FN < t) − ∑
P(Fk < t)(5)
N
k=1 k(k + 1)

To estimate the two EPRUM main formulae, Eq. (4) and (5),
we need to know how to compute the probability P(Fk = f ) that a
user discovered f ideal elements. We first decompose it in simpler
events related to the individual ideal elements. The user discovered
f ideal elements with a probability:

∑ [[x ∈ Sk ]] = f

P(Fk = f ) = P

(6)

x∈I

where [[event]] is 1 (resp. 0) if the event is true (resp. false). It is
straightforward to see that the sum ∑x∈I [[x ∈ Sk ]] equals f if there
exists a subset A ⊆ I of cardinality f for which x ∈ Sk if and only
if x ∈ A. We can then rewrite Eq. (6) into:


∑

P(Fk = f ) =

P

A⊆I

|A|= f

^

x∈A

x ∈ Sk ∧

^


x ∈ Sk 

x∈I\A

Using hypothesis (3.1) that implies the independence of the x ∈

Sk events, we can express the above expression as:
P(Fk = f ) =

∑ ∏ P(x ∈ Sk ) ∏

A⊆I

|A|= f

x∈A

P(x ∈ Sk )

(7)

x∈I\A

where each term is given by Eq. (1). This sum can be computed in a
time quadratic in the number n of elements that were not seen with
a probability of one (i.e. elements x such that 0 < P(x ∈ Si ) < 1).
When n is large enough (experiments have shown that n = 10 is
enough) the sum can be approximated using a normal law. This
can be justified by the Lindenberg-Feller central limit theorem [2].
We don’t describe the method here due to space constraints.
EPRUM can now be computed using Eq. (4), (5), (7) and (1).

6.

RELATED WORKS IN XML IR

We compare EPRUM with metrics proposed in XML IR, a very
active community for evaluation metrics. INEX is the meeting
point of this community where a corpus of XML documents, queries
and their associated relevance assessments is constructed since 2002.
In the INEX ad-hoc collection, documents have an explicit tree-like
structure – typically they are composed of a header, followed by a
body composed of several sections, etc. One of the major tasks is
to retrieve, in answer to a given user’s information need, a list of
elements of the right granularity (a paragraph, section, etc). The
inherent structure of the corpus has important consequences on the
evaluation metrics suitability.
Important issues for (XML) IR metrics are near misses and overlap. It is generally admitted [11] that near misses, i.e. elements

7. EXPERIMENTS
To assess a metric, several issues need to be addressed. First,
one can show that the metric measures what it should measure. The
best demonstration would rely on user experiments, but such data
is not yet available. One can partly justify it through the theory
underlying the metric: In EPRUM a well defined user model gives
insight on what is measured. The faithfulness of the measure can
also be proved experimentally. Using real system runs would be of
no use since their behaviour is not sufficiently controlled. Another
approach taken by [14] is to use synthetic runs constructed in a
controlled way. Second, a metric should be stable and sensitive [3,
18]: What is the confidence on a difference in the evaluation of
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Figure 4: Comparison of EPRUM and xCG (EP/GR) with synthetic runs. The randomisation level of the ideal run varies from
m = 0.1 to 0.9.
two or more systems and consequently on the superiority of one of
them?
In this Section, we investigate only the first issue and underline the fact that xCG gives different results while its implicit user
model is similar, and its ideal set of elements exactly identical.
In order to illustrate the metric behaviour on real world data, we
performed some experiments using the INEX 2005 dataset. We
used a simple model where each rank k is composed of a link to an
element xk in an XML corpus. Within that corpus, the only action
that a user can make is going up or down in the XML tree. This
is similar to most of the implicit user models proposed in XML
IR evaluation, and in particular to the official INEX 2005 xCG
metric we compare EPRUM with. We heuristically set the navigational probabilities as follows to the ratio length(xk )/length(y) if
y contains xk , length(y)/length(xk ) if xk contains y, and 0 otherwise–
where the length is the number of characters the element contains.
The intuition is that the more the elements share common content,
the more likely the user is going to browse from one to another.
(Other, more realistic models exists for XML as for example [20]).
The other metric parameters were set so that the two metrics be as
close as possible.
With respect to this user model, generating an ideal run from the
ideal list of elements is quite simple: It is sufficient to use a list
composed of the ideal elements ordered by decreasing probability
of idealism. The collection we used is composed of the 29 ad-hoc
topics of the INEX CO+S task along with their associated relevance
assessments. From each of these assessments we generated an ideal
run as described in [10]: Each of these runs is “ideal” for both
xCG and EPRUM (with the user model described above) and does
not contain any overlapping element. We then created nine new
runs from it by applying some random transformation. For a given
element of the list, we choose a direction (up or down) with an
equal probability. Starting from this element in the XML structure,
we repeat the following process with a probability 1−m of stopping
at each loop (m is the probability to “move”): If going up (resp.
down), we replace the current element by its parent (resp. one of its
children). The list element is then replaced by the current element
we have moved to. The whole process is done for every element of
the list. We chose to move only along the ancestor-descendant axis
because of the chosen user model.
In Fig. 4, we plotted EPRUM recall-precision graphs and xCG
EP/GR graphs for m varying from 0.0 (ideal run) to 0.9 with 0.1
steps. We expected that the run performance would degrade smoothly
from 0 to 0.9 (with a perfect performance at m = 0). This is the
case for both EP/GR and EPRUM. The main difference between
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the two evaluation measures is the stability at different recall points
of EPRUM over EP/GR. The curves with the higher randomisation (0.7 to 0.9) get a near null precision for a recall superior to 0.6
for EP/GR, whereas this is not the case for EPRUM. This could be
explained by a difference in the user model, but it is also intrinsic
to the xCG metrics where a given recall is achieved or not, whereas
in EPRUM it can be achieved by a given percentage of the users.
This also explains the smoother decrease of the different curves.
We performed some further test comparing xCG and EPRUM.
We used 45 runs from the INEX 2005 participants and the 29 topics
of the “CO.Focused task” which aims at retrieving the non overlapping ideal answers to an information need. We computed the
mean average precision (MAP) for every topic of every run, leading to a total of 645 values. We first compared MAP of EP/GR and
EPRUM. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient was of 0.75. A more
detailed analysis showed that 48 top ranked values are highly correlated (around 0.9) while it is not the case for others (0.65). This
implies that even though they share a common user model and the
same ideal base, EPRUM and EP/GR behave differently.
Other user behaviour are realistic but not represented, even implicitly, in the xCG metrics. If we compare a model where an ideal
element is replaced by one of its siblings, for example, EPRUM
user model could be easily extended so as to observe the same
smooth degradation of the PR curves, while for xCG the extension
is not straightforward. This is an important difference because we
believe that systems that return a nearby paragraph instead of the
ideal paragraph should be rewarded, especially in a context where
users disagree on which elements are ideal and where ideal elements can be small in size.

8. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We presented a new metric based on a generic user model. EPRUM
reduces to standard precision recall (PR) when its parameters are
set to mimic the classical IR model. We distinguished the notion
of idealism from the notion of relevance. We showed how to compute the precision at a given recall level. Note that even if we don’t
present the formulae in this paper, the standard precision at a given
document (or rather: rank) cut-off value can be estimated likewise.
EPRUM can be easily used in new IR paradigms, like XML
IR, Web IR, Video IR, and passage retrieval by setting the user
model parameters accordingly. For Video IR and passage retrieval,
EPRUM can be set to a T2I-like user model which is quite adapted
and corresponds to some common assumptions about the user behaviour [20]. In Web IR, we could use the Page-Rank hypothesis [13]: A user will follow an hyperlink with a probability in-
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versely proportional to the number of links in the consulted Web
Page.
In the context of XML IR, EPRUM is a natural extension of xCG
and T2I. Being well-defined, it resolves some of the inconsistencies
present in these metrics. Moreover, EPRUM can be easily extended
to new user models. Result lists are not restricted to a mere list of
document or element surrogates but can include list of elements
grouped by articles like the Fetch and Browse task of INEX.
For all metrics save T2I, which shares the same definition as
EPRUM, the interpretation of the evaluation results is not straightforward. EPRUM reports the discovery of ideal elements, which
has a clear semantic. At a given recall level, or at a given rank,
EPRUM is the average amount of average extra effort, measured in
number of list items, that the user has to consent in order to discover
as many ideal elements as an ideal system. An interesting extension would be to consider time instead of list items as a controlling
factor.
Another important contribution of EPRUM is that items in the
returned list can be complex objects. For instance, each item could
be a list of elements belonging to the same document. For the other
metrics the evaluation of such a task is not as straightforward because the list can only be composed of element while the EPRUM
definition only relies on the navigation from list items and allow a
natural evaluation of such a task.
With respect to standard IR, EPRUM introduces naturally the
concept of graded relevance which was one of the focus of Cumulated Gains (CG) metrics [12]: For EPRUM, a judgement between
0 and 1 corresponds to the percentage of users that, given the same
information need, would judge relevant the document. EPRUM
could thus be used as a natural extension of precision-recall in IR
when graded judgements are used. More investigation is needed to
compare the behaviour of EPRUM with CG metrics.
For classical IR, ranking documents by decreasing probability of
relevance is optimal [16]. With respect to the new IR paradigms,
this raises the question of whether we could separate the search task
in two: First identify the set of ideal elements and then compute
how to present the results to the user. Search engines would be in
charge of the first task, while the second task would be the realm of
metrics.
Future work includes user experiments to determine the parameters for some XML IR tasks and experiments to investigate thoroughly the EPRUM stability and its differences with other metrics.
We also plan to work on specifying more in detail what are the
conditions on the user model that should be enforced to generate a
single ideal list, or on how to compute (or approximate) the minimum search length over all possible lists without computing the
ideal list.
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